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Why human spaceflight?



Pros and cons of having humans on-board.

Pros
• More efficient than robots
• More versatile than robots
• Generate more public interest in the space program

Cons
• Hardware requires more safety testing
• Bumping about can interfere with some experiments
• Astronauts require life support – more consumables
• Astronauts require “gentle handling” on launch & landing
• Astronauts want to come home after the flight

An interesting/humorous reference:
Packing for Mars by Mary Roach.



A brief history of

human spaceflight

– the U.S. experience

(initially motivated by

the “Space Race”

with the U.S.S.R.)



Step 1 – Learning to get people into space,

survive there, and get them back safely.

Stratospheric balloons in the “Manhigh”

and “Excelsior” projects to test space suits

and human exposure to cosmic radiation.

Rocket-plane X-15 flights to test high-speed

Flight and set altitude records.

The edge of “outer space” is (somewhat artificially)

defined as 100 km above the surface of the Earth.



Manhigh and Excelsior stratospheric balloon

flights in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s.

Joseph Kittinger jumped from 102,800 ft in 1960.

That record was broken, very publically, by Felix Baumgartner 
in 2012, then again by Alan Eustace in 2014, in secret.



Felix Baumgartner

Oct. 14, 2012

Red Bull Stratos

127,852 feet

Alan Eustace

Oct. 24, 2014

Google executive

135,890 feet



North American X-15 rocket-plane flights

in the 1960’s explored height and speed.

Two 1963 flights exceeded 100 km (outer space!).

The 1967 speed record still stands: 4519 mi/hr.



Yuri Gagarin of the USSR was the first person to

orbit the Earth, on April 12, 1961, on Vostok 1.



The first U.S. outer-space flights were done by

Mercury astronauts in one-person capsules.

First U.S. sub-orbital flight – Freedom 7:

Alan Shephard, May 5, 1961

First U.S. orbital flight – Friendship 7:

John Glenn, February 20, 1962



Step 2 – Practicing “long-duration” (up to 2 weeks)

spaceflight, working in space (e.g. doing space-

walks, rendezvous and docking of spacecraft, etc.)

This step was accomplished by Gemini

astronauts in two-person capsules.



Step 3 – Going to the Moon,

as promised by President Kennedy.

This step was accomplished by Apollo

astronauts in three-person capsules

and two-person lunar landers.

First lunar landing – Apollo 11:

Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin

July 20, 1969



Saturn V launches, 1967 to 1973.



Step 4 – Living in Space – Space Stations

(and constructing space stations)

(and using reusable spacecraft)

Salyut (series)

Skylab

Mir

Shuttle

ISS



Skylab – first U.S. space station.



Mir – the first genuinely long-duration space station.



Space Shuttle Discovery

launching on STS-120.



ISS – continuously occupied since November 2000.



ISS labeled photo, with shuttle Endeavour docked.



ISS testing segment at Marshall SFC in Huntsville, AL.



Astronaut Bruce McCandless using a

Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU).



Astronauts working on the ISS main truss.



Astronaut on the ISS, viewing the Earth at night.



Recent/Current Events:

A foretaste of the future

of human spaceflight



SpaceX has flown cargo to the ISS starting in 2012.



Upright landing of rocket boosters – Blue Origin’s New 
Shephard  (Nov. 2015) and SpaceX’s Falcon-9 (Apr. 2016).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pillaOxGCo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJlFzUQVmY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pillaOxGCo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJlFzUQVmY


Chinese first manned docking, June 2012.



Famous astronauts Sally Ride and
Neil Armstrong both died in 2012.

Scott Carpenter died Oct. 10, 2013.



Themes for the future

of human spaceflight



An animation of sub-orbital spaceflight on SpaceShipTwo by 
Virgin Galactic.  Coming soon; tickets only $200K!

Theme 1 – “Space Tourism” – Commercial

sub-orbital (and other) flights for paying customers

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IytjSl6voP0



Who has been in outer space so far?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_spaceflight 

Theme 2 – Growth of countries training astronauts

and developing their own human space programs.



Progress on sending their own people to outer space.

• USSR (then Russia) – 1960’s – success to LEO
• USA – 1960’s – success to LEO then to the Moon
• China – 1970’s – abandoned
• China – 1980’s – abandoned
• European Space Agency – 1990’s – abandoned
• Iraq (Ba’athist) – 2000’s – abandoned
• Japan – 2000’s – abandoned
• China – 2000’s – success to LEO
• India – 2010’s – planned
• Iran – 2010’s – planned
• Europen Space Agency – 2020’s – planned
• Japan – 2020’s – planned



Chinese Shenzhou 5 launch in 2003.



Orion 4 to 6-person crew capsule.
http://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/orion/videos

http://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/orion/videos


Artist’s conception of Orion on a lunar mission.



Space Launch System

(SLS) Block 1 crewed 
variant launching.



Theme 3 – Commercialization of US flights to LEO

so NASA can concentrate on more-distant targets

with the new Orion crew capsule and SLS rockets.

Animation of an SLS Block 1 crewed launch
and Exploration Flight Test 1.













Air & Space Smithsonian magazine, “Almost Like Being 

There”, January 2016, p. 32, Tony Reichhardt.

Theme 4 – Exploration by Telepresence


